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LEGAL NOTICE 
This report was prepared as an account of Governtnent sponsored work. Neither the United 
States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission; 

A. Maites any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accu
racy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use 
of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe 
privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the 
use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any em
ployee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, 
disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 

The following Is Intended as a guide In satisfying the requirements of 
§ 50.34 of 10 CFR Part SO with respect to the preparation and submission of 
Safety Analysis Reports and Preliminary Safety Analysis Reports by applicants 
for AEC licenses Co construct and operate production or utilization facilities. 
It contains examples of the kind and general depth of Information which the 
Commission desires In a Safety Analysis Report or Preliminary Safety Analysis 
Report. The examples and format are not Intended as a rigid prescription. 
Material Is Included on matters not relevant to Reports for all facilities, 
and should be used in connection with a particular facility only to the extent 
pertinent. Conversely, Safety Analysis Reports and Preliminary Safety Analysis 
Reports are expected to Include information other than that specified in the 
following guide if such Information is necessary for the Report to meet the 
requirements set out in § 50.34. Reports incorporating Infomatloit and/or 
using a format different from those set out below will be acceptable If they 
satisfy the requirements of | 50.34. The Report represents the principal 
communication between the'applicant and the Commission about the facility and the 
manner In which it Is to be operated. Effective conmunication Is a key factor 
in the expeditious processing of license applications. 
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OOMCLOSIOH 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This document presents guidance on the organization and contents of Safety 
Analysis Reports for nuclear power reactor facilities. 

A. Applicability of Guide. This guide is intended to be applicable 
primarily to power reactors. While the examples given to Illustrate desired 
depth of treatment and scope of coverage are drawn largely from pressurized 
water reactor technology, the basic system for the presentation of information 
is also applicable to other types of reactor facilities. Vlhat the guide does 
is to lay out a pattern for the presentation of information based upon the 
following sequence: 

(1) Identification of the principal criteria for design of the facility 
and the design bases for those major systems and components signi" 
flcant to safety. 

(2) Description of how it is intended that the plant be built and 
operated to satisfy the principal criteria and design bases. 

(3) Systematic safety analysis and evaluation of the design that show 
plant performance objectives can be achieved and safety assured. 

Such an approach to presentation of information is desired for all nuclear 
reactors. 

B. Principal Purpose of Report. A principal purpose to be served by the 
preparation and submittal of a Safety Analysis Report is to inform the Conmlssion 
of the nature of the facility and plans for Its use. The Commission's Interest 
is primarily that of public safety. The documentation of Information is expected 
to be sufficient to permit a finding by the Commission's regulatory staff and the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, based on technical review of design and 
plans for operation, that the facility can be safely built and operated. An appli
cant Is expected to have evaluated his facility and either conducted an experi
mental program or otherwise have satisfied himself from experiences with similar 
facilities or components thereof that the reactor can be built and operated with
out undue risk to the health and safety of the public. The Conmlssion wants to 
understand the basis upon which this conclusion has been reached. The Safety 
Analysis Report Is the principal document whereby this understanding Is achieved. 

The Commission's review of information presented in the Safety Analysis 
Report will be performed In the depth necessary to establish a basis for a 
finding in respect to safety of the proposed plant. Design methods and procedures 
of calculation will be examined to establish their validity. Spot checks of 
actual calculations and other procedures of design and analysis will be made to 
establish the validity of the applicant's analysis and evaluation of the design, 
and that the applicant has conducted his analysis and evaluation in sufficient 
depth and breadth to support findings in respect to safety. 
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C. Technical Specifications. The license issued by the Commission 
authorttlng operation of a reactor defines in terms of "technical specifications'* 
the broad fraamorfc within which operations are to be conducted. It is the intent 
that aieh conditions as are specified be largely safety-oriented. Therefore, the 
re—ona tor their Inclusion and the bases for such specific limits as may be 
iapo—d. ahould be included In the Safety Analysis Report. In addition to supply
ing that backup inforaation Justifying the necessity for and sufficiency of the 
technical specifications proposed, the applicant should append the technical 
apeclfieations theaselves to the Report. 

0. Additional Inforwatlon. The worth of this guide will, of couse, dcpentJ 
to a great extent on the Banner in which It is used. The users are urged tn keep 
in aind the objectives and reasons for the Report as discussed above. The 
suggested exaa^les are Intended nerely as guidance as to kinds of matters to be 
included and as to the approximate depth of coverage. In the event a particular 
itca relevant to nuclear safety is not covered by the guide, such omission docs 
not relieve the applicant of the obligation to include appropriate information 
In the Report. Ritualistic adherence to the suggested format and coverage should 
not be substituted for systeaiatic and logical presentation of information asso
ciated with the evaluation of Individual safety aspects peculiar to a particular 
plant. In any case In which any item of Information not explicitly mentioned in 
the suggestions presented In Sections I to XV, inclusive, is necessary to a 
coaptete analysis and evaluation of the facility, that information should be 
included in the Report by insertion of additional sections or subsections. 

E. Previously Sutaitted Inforaatlon. Attention Is invited to 10 CFR 
I 50.32 wherein It is stated that an "applicant may incorporate by reference 
inforaatlon contained in previous applications, statetncnt.s or reports filed with 
the CoHiisslon: Provided, that such references are clear and specific." Copies 
of the aaterlal referenced should be appended to the Report. 

F. Definitions. The following terms used in this guide have the following 
aeanlnBSS 

(•1) Principal Design Criteria means those fundamental architectural and 
engineering design objectives established for the project. As such, 
these criteria represent the broad frame of reference within which 
the aore detailed plant design effort is to proceed and against which 
the end project will be judged. 

(2) Design Baaes means that Information which Identifies the specific 
functions to be performed by a major component or system in terms 
of perforaance objectIves together with specific values or range 
of values chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds 
or Halts for design. Such limits may be restraints derived from 
generally accepted "state of the art" practices for schlevlng 
functional goals (such as a "no-center melting" restriction placed 
upon fuel design) or requirements derived from calculating the 
effects of a situation representing an upper Knit which a ooaponent 
or tf»ptm could reach under credible drcunstanees (such as peak 
pressure loading of a containawnt). 

(3) Design Evaluation. A study of the functional and physical features 
of the major reactor plant systems and components to determine: 

(a) Whether the design can or has met performance objectives 
with an adequate margin of safety. 

(b) The identity of and susceptibility of failures, either in 
equipment or control over process variables, which could be 
initiating events for accidents. 

(4) Safety Analysis. A study of the predicted response of the reactor ^ 
plant to postulated failures to determine with reasonable assurance 
whether the plant has the capacity for preventing accidents or 
mitigating their effects sufficiently to preclude undue risks to 
public health and safety. 

G. Table of Contents. To facilitate use of a Report, a table of contents 
should be provided. When a Report consists of more than one volume, the complete 
table of contents should be included in each of the volumes. 

H. Drawings. Drawings, maps, diagrams, sketches, and charts should be 
employed whenever the information can be presented more adequately or conveniently 
by such means. Due concern should be taken to insure that all information presented 
In drawings is legible, symbols are defined, and drawings are not reduced to the 
extent that visual aids are necessary to interpret pertinent items of informa
tion presented in the drawings. 

I. Abbreviations. Abbreviations should be used dlscrlminately, should be 
consistent throughout the Report, and should be consistent with generally accepted 
usage. Any abbreviations not in general usage or unique to the proposed facility 
should be defined in esch volume where they are used. 

J. Psge Assembly. The assembly of pages of the Report should be accomplished 
In a manner permitting the rapid removal and reinsertion of a given page, or 
Insertion of a modified page, or of additional -pages. 



SECnOM I - INTROOPCTION AW) SIMMARY 

The first section of the Safety Analysis Report should present an introduc
tion and susaary. The purpose of this section is to provide a concise description 
of the facility, its principal design criteria, its design bases, principal 
operatii^ characteristics, and safety implications. This section Should enable 
the reader to obtain a reasonably accurate understanding of the facility without 
having to delve into the subsequent sections. Review of the detailed sections 
which follow can then be accoapllshed with better perspective and with recogni
tion of the relative safety laportance of each Individual item to the overall 
facility design. The following are the types of information that should be 
included in this section: 

A. Principal Design Criteria. Identification of the principal design 
criteria to which the facility was designed and is to be operated. 

B. Characteristies. A tabulation of the most important design and operating 
characteristics of the facility extracted from succeeding sections of the Report, 
without details of description, calculation, or discussion. An Indication of the 
principal slallarltles to other reactors (preferably previously designed or built 
reactors) and principal differences from such reactors. 

C. Design Highlights. Identification of those features of the plant likely 
to be of special Interest because of their relationship to safety. (Primarily 
in the Prellalnary Safety Analysis Report, such Items as unusual site characteris
tics, an unciî 'iii solution to a particularly difficult engineering problem, or 
a significant extrapolation In the technology as represented by the design should 
be highlighted. Those features or components on which further technical informa
tion is required by 10 CFR § 50.35 should also be identified.) 

D. Research and Developaent Requirements. A resume of the results of any 
special research and developaent programs undertaken to establish the final design, 
and of any prograas to be conducted during operation in order to demonstrate the 
acceptability of conteaiplated future changes in design or modes of operation. 

E. Identification of Contractors. Identification of prime contractora for 
the design, construction, and operation of the nuclear reactor facility. 

F. General Conclusions. A statement sunmarlzlng the general conclusions 
of the applicant with respect to the safety of the facility. 

SECTION II - SITE 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide Information 
relative to the site. It should consider pertinent natural geological, hydro-
logical, and meteorological characteristics in conjunction with population 
distribution, land use, and site activities and controls. 

Reactor plant designs are to varying degrees influenced by the particular 
site selected for the location of the reactor. The Conmission staff is interested 
in knowing: 

a. How site characteristics have Influenced the design and the operating 
plans; 

b. The evaluations that led to selection of site-Influenced design 
criteria and the acceptance of their adequacy from a safety viewpoint; 

c. The data (in summarized form) supporting key inputs and assumptions 
used in the design evaluation. 

The Safety Analysis Report is expected to cover the foregoing matters, but 
not necessarily in the sane section. The preferred presentation of material is 
to Include In the site section a clear identification of site-influenced design 
and operating criteria and the backup data that influenced their selection. The 
ssfety evaluation that shows how the siting characteristics have been accoimiodated 
or otherwise factored into a safe design and planned mode of operation can be 
treated under "safety analysis" in a subsequent section with appropriate cross 
references. 

Factors generally considered in site evaluation are Identified in 10 CFR 
Part 100, Reactor Site Criteria. The requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, Standards 
for Protection Against Radiation, roust also be considered, especially with respect 
to conditions that must be maintained during periods of normal operation of the 
facility. While many factors may be given consideration in selecting a partic
ular site, it is essential that the factors more important to safety should be 
suitably emphasized. 

The extent of the evaluation and the amount and detail of information pro
vided on any particular factor should be directly proportional to the importance 
of that factor to the safety of operation: e.g., if liquid wastes are not 
normally released to the environs, little, if any. Information need be included 
on the sizes and rates of flow of nearby rivers and streons. If most of the site 
area near the facility has been surfaced, and because of this and other reasons 
the likelihood of a radioactive release to the ground Is remote, little, if any, 
information on the ion-exchange and filtering characteristics of the soil, and on 
the drainage characteristics of underground water need be included. Information 
should be included only as needed to support the safety evaluation. 

The converse to the examples given above Is also true. If a given factor is 
of particular Importance to safety, the evaluation and information should be 
appropriately emphasized. If the site is'in an active seismic region, sufficient 
Inforaatlon should be provided to support conclusions about design for seismic 
loadings and accelerations. If a certain type of destructive windstorm Is 
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characteristic of the site area, appropriate information should be given to 
support evaluation of occurrence frequencies and storm effects which are reflected 
In the design bases and operating limits. 

The following Is illustrative of information that should be Included in 
this section: 

A, The Site and Adjacent Areas. For proper orientation and in'support 
of evaluations, a certain amount of descriptive information concerning site 
geography and population and land usage is desired. This Information should 
include, for exaaple: 

(1) The area of the site, and the state and county in which it is 
located. 

(2) The nature, extent, and basis of control exercised by the appli
cant over the site. Including oimership, and, if applicable, 
leasing arrangements, and arrangements with respect to fencing, 
posting, patrolling, and similar control mechanisms. 

(3) A aap of the site and surrounding areas showing the location of 
the reactor facility, the site boundaries, and prominent natural 
and aan-aade features. The area covered by the map should be a 
function of the reactor power level. It is suggested that the 
radius, in miles, of the area of coverage be approximately equal 
to the square root of the reactor thermal power rating in mega
watts. 

(4) A presentation of the resident population distribution as a 
function of distance and direction from the nuclear facility. 
Preferably the distribution should be presented graphically by 
insertion of appropriate numbers of persons resident in individual 
area segaents of a selected grid system. The grid system should 
be centered on the reactor facility and should extend radially 
to a distance, in miles, approximately equal to the square root 
of the reactor thermal megawatt rating. The interior grid segmenta
tion should be defined, as a minimum, by concentric circles with 
radii of one, two, three, four, five, and ten miles, and divided 
by at least sixteen equally-spaced radial lines. The grid segmenta
tion oay thereafter be progressively reduced with distance from 
the reactor, except that the distance between concentric circles 
should never exceed ten miles and the number of radial lines should 
never be less than four. 

(5) Any significant effect on the above population distribution due to 
part time occupancy or seasonal variations. 

(6) The general character of use of the areas within the appropriate 
Halting distance specified in subsection A,(3) shove with 
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particular emphasis given to any specific usage that may entail 
special control requirements in the event of other than normal 
radioactivity releases from the facility. 

(7) Estimates of anticipated future changes, during the intended 
period of operation of the facility, in both the population 
density and character of use of the areas within the limiting 
distances specified in subsection A.(4) above. The bases 
for the estimates should be explained. 

(8) The nature of any activities conducted within the site boundaries, 
other than those directly related to the operation of the reactor 
facility, including the number of persons associated with each of 
the activities and the degree of control exercised over such persons. 
The grazing of domestic farm animals on site pasturage, the use of 
certain areas of the site for recreational purposes, and the conduct 
of commercial enterprises unrelated to reactor operation on the site 
are examples of the types of activities that should be identified. 

B. Meteorology. Evaluation of the meteorology of the site and adjacent 
areas in order to: 

(1) Identify predominating meteorological conditions that could have 
an important influence upon consequences of gaseous radioactive 
effluents. 

(2) Explain the design bases and operating requirements established 
because of meteorological considerations. 

(3) Provide a basis for evaluating the diffusion parameters selected 
for analysis of postulated accidental releases. 

Within the context of the above, the following are illustrative of the 
type and extent of meteorological information that has been considered adequate: 

(1) Seasonal wind characteristics, including speeds, directions, and 
frequencies. The frequency of occurrence and duration of essen
tially calm conditions should also be specified. Information 
should be given for winds at the surface and aloft to heights at 
least twice that of the height of the stack but, in any event, 
consistent with assumptions made for the diffusion of radio
activity releases from the facility. The information should 
preferably be presented in the form of wind roses oriented and 
sectionallzed so as to permit direct associations with the 
population distribution grid selected in accordance with sub
section A.(4) above. 

(2) Precipitation information including prevalent wind directions 
associated with precipitation. 
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(3) Prevalent laose and inversion condltuns, including the frequency 
of occurrence, duration of typical conditions, and Information as 
to the average and maximum vertical temperature gradients. 

(4) Any pecularitles of the local meteorological conditions. Includ
ing effects of terrain, relevant to the diffusion of released 
radioactive aatter. 

(5) Inforaatlon as to the frequency of occurrence and effects of 
storas accoapanled by high and violent winds, including tornadoes, 
hurricanes, and other storms. 

(6) The source of meteorological information and, where used, a 
discussion of the applicability of data obtained from other than 
on-site locations. The types of data collected, the methods and 
frequencies of collection, and the results associated with such 
off-site and on-site meteorological data collection programs that 
might have been undertaken especially for the nuclear facility 
should be discussed. 

C. Hydrology. Geology, and Seismology. The Commission is interested in 
the relationship of these factors to design and operating limitations. The 
extent of evaluation of the surface terrain and subsurface layers of earth should 
be consistent with the laportance of these matters to the plant design and opera
tion. In general, hydrology, from a safety viewpoint, has not been a predominant 
factor influencing plant design. Similarly, geological formations beneath the 
facility In general play the same role in the architectural engineering of the 
structures for reactors as for any major industrial facility, and hardly justify 
exhaustive treatment in facility design reports to be submitted to the Commission. 
Except for the unusual situation in which local hydrology or geology have parti
cular Influence on design, a great deal of information with respect to these 
matters need not be submitted in the Safety Analysis Report. A common practice 
has been the inclusion, in total, of survey reports of geological experts brought 
in by an applicant to determine site characteristics as a basis for further design 
Such exhaustive reports should be referenced, but a sumnary with pertinent con
clusions will. In general, suffice for the Safety Analysis Report. Etnphasls 
should be on geological Information explaining the need or the basis for any 
unusual design criteria because of geological anooalles. 

It is expected that the seismic history of a site will be examined. The 
extent of evaluations submitted in the Safety Analysis Report and the amount of 
supporting information should be roughly proportlonsl to the probability of a 
seismic event and to the intensity of its effects. The Uniform Building Code 
Seismic Probability Hap (1958) provides an appropriate index to probability and 
intensity. The Inforaatlon suboltted should provide explanations for such design 
requlreoents that aoy have been established because of seismic considerations. 

The following are Illustrative of matters which have been treated In aub-
alttsls of inforaatlon supporting and explaining design requirements established 
because of consideration of site surface and subsurface conditions! 

. in . 

D. Hydrology. 

(1) The flood and Inundation history of the area, including frequencies 
and causes. 

(2) The absorption snd drainage characteristics of water In surface and 
underground areas, and the depths, estimated direction, and rates of 
flow of underground eaters. 

(3) The characteristics of wells within the area, including depths and 
yields wherever nearby wells are an Important source of water for 
human consumption or for agricultural purposes. 

(4) Sizes and seasonal rates of flow of nearby streams, rivers, lakes, 
and reservoirs, and the character of their use. For Iskes where 
the consequences of seiche activity are of Importance, the characteris
tics thereof ^ould be fully described. 

(5) The source of hydrologlcal Information. 

E. Geology. 

(1) Nature of and results of test borings at the site. 

(2) Ion exchange and filtering characteristics of the sale (partic
ularly where liquid radioactive holdup tanks may be burled). 

(3) Geological faulting of subsurface layers. 

F. Seismology. 

(1) General seismic history. 

(2) Locations of geological faults with respect to s i t e . 

^(3) Tsunamis history. If any. r, 

r 
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SECTION III - REACTOR 

A large aeasure of safety achieved in nuclear facilities is provided by 
those characteristics, either Inherent or designed into the reactor, that make 
highly unlikely any significant release of radioactive fission products from 
the fuel. It is expected that an applicant will provide in this section an 
evaluation and supporting inforaatlon to establish the capability of the reactor 
to perfora throughout its lifetiae under all normal operational modes, includ
ing both transient and steady state, without releasing other than acceptably 
saall aaounts of fission products to the coolant. In addition, this section 
should Include a study of the potential of the reactor as a source of abnormal 
conditions and should provide supporting Information for the analyses presented 
in Section XIV, Safety Analyses. 

Broadly speaking, the Information submitted should show how the principal 
design criteria are aet by: 

(1) Identifying the design bases and explaining the reasons therefor. 

(2) Describing the reactor to show how the design bases have been 
satisfied. 

(3) Showing through evaluations that design bases have been met 
with a reasonable margin for contingencies. 

(4) Providing a basis for such limits upon Operation that might be 
appropriate in the Interest of safety. 

With these objectives in mind, the following is presented for guidance to | 
illustrate the kinds of Information desired: i 

A. Design Bases. The bases upon which the design of the reactor was ', 
cscablisbcd, including such aatters as: [ 

(1) The functional or perforaance objectives for the reactor, such as ^ 
average theraal power, core design lifetiae, and fuel replacement d 
progroa. 

I 

(2) Llaita lapoaed upon the design by selection of specific values or | 
ranges of valuea which are themselves ssfety bounds or control |-
paroaeters which are safety bounds; e.g.: | 

(a) Nuclear Lialts such as fuel bumup, reactivity coefficients, | 
stability, excesa reactivity, aaxlmua controlled reactivity 1 
insertion rates, and control of power distribution. ,' 

(b) Reactivity Control Halts such as shutdown oarglns, stuck 
rod criteria, aoxlaua rod speeds, chealcal and mechanical 
shiacontrols,backup seroa and eaargeney shutdown provisions. | 
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(c) Thermal and Hydraulic Limits such as fuel and clad tempera
tures, critical heat flux ratio, flow velocities and dis
tribution control, coolant and moderator voids and hydraulic 
stability. 

(d) Mechanical Limits such as maximum allowable stresses, 
deflection, cycling and fatigue limits, fuel restraints 
(positioning and holddown), capacity for fuel fission gas 
inventory, maximum internal gas pressure, control rod 
clearances, material selection, radiation damage, and shock 
loadings. 

The applicant should explain and substantiate his selection from the view
point of ^afety considerations. Where the limits selected are consistent with 
proven practice, a referenced statement to that effect would suffice; where the 
limits extend beyond present practice, an evaluation and explanation based upon 
developmental %rork and/or analysis are expected. These bases may be expressed 
as explicit numbers or as general conditions. 

B. Reactor Design. Since the nuclear, thermal and hydraulic and mechanical 
aspects of a reactor are commonly developed by different design groups, a sub
division along such lines has been made below. Further, rather than describe the 
core in one section and evaluate it in another, the presentation which follows 
combines In the same subsection the description of hardware end its evaluation 
from the standpoint of the characteristic under discussion. This was done to 
make it easier to prepare materials on the core design. Alternate ways are, of 
course, acceptable. 

(1) General Summary. A summary table of the Important design and 
performance characteristics should be included. 

(2) Nuclear Design and Evaluation 

(a) Hiclear Characteristics of the Design 

1. Cold snd hot excess reactivity and shutdown margin with 
and without mechanical and chemical shims and with and 
without equilibrium xenon and samarium poisoning, for 
the clean condition and the maxloum reactivity condition. 
If different, excess reactivity associated with tempera
ture, moderator voids, and burnup should be indicated. 

2. Coefficients of reactivity for hot, cold, and inter-
ne|ll«te temperature conditions: 

a. Moderator temperature and void, overall and regional 
b. Fuel Ooppler , 
c. Fuel geometry and composition 
d. Fuel theraal expansion. 
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3. Hot and cold reactivity worth of Individual control rods 
and groups of rods for planned patterns and core operating 
•odea with estlaetes of reductions in effectiveness during 
core lifetiae. 

4. Rot and cold reactivity worth of fuel assemblies and 
aechsnieal or chosical shlas. 

5. Bat and cold reactivity worth of any materials within the 
core or adjacent to It which could have a significant 
reactivity effect by a change In position ea, for example, 
flooding of superheat reactors or movement of reflecting 
eleaenta or flux suppression materials. 

6. Hoxlaua controlled reactivity Insertion rates at startup 
and at operating conditions. 

7. Gross and local radial and axial power distribution for 
different planned rod patterns with and without equlli-
briiB xenon and saaarlum. 

8. Itower decay curve for full and partial scram or power , 
cutback, if applicable, froa least effective planned rod 
arrsngeaent. 

9. Mlniaua critical aass with and without xenon and samarium 
poisoning. 

10. Neutron flux distribution snd spectrum at core boundaries 
and at the pressure vessel wall. 

Nuclear Evaluation 

1. The nuclear evaluation should Include a description of the 
calculational aethods employed in arriving at important 
nuclear parametere, with an estimate of accuracy by corn-
par loon with experiments or with the performance of other 
reactors. Also Included should be discussion of the 
potential effects for those esses in which nuclesr para
meters such as excess reactivity, reactivity coefficients 
and reactivity Insertion rates exceed present prsctlce. 

2. The stability of the reactor should be evaluated. 

3. A safety-oriented dlaeuasion of all planned nuclear experiments 
and tests, both in critical assemblies and zero power end 
approach-to-power tests at the reactor site, should be 
included. 
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Thermal and Hydraulic Design and Evaluation 

(a) Thermal and Hydraulic Characteristics of the Design 

1. Fuel and cladding temperatures, both local and distributed, 
with an indication of the correlation used for thermal 
conductivity and the method of employing hot channel 
factors. 

2. Critical heat flux ratio, both local and distributed, with 
an indication of the critical heat flux correlation used, 
method of use, and method of employing hot channel factors. 

3. Predicted core average and maximum void fraction and 
distribution. 

4. Coolant flow distribution and orlflclng. 

5. Core pressure drop and hydraulic loads during normal and 
accident conditions. 

6. Correlations and physical data employed In determining 
Important characteristics such as heat transfer coeffi
cients and pressure drop. 

7. Suonary table of characteristics Including Important 
thermal and hydraulic parameters such as coolant veloc
ities, surface heat fluxes, power density, specific power, 
surface areas, and flow areas. 

(b) Thermal and Hydraulic Evaluation 

1. Analytical techniques employed with an estimate of uncer
tainties. 

2. Analysis of hydraulic stability. 

3. Vibration analysis. 

4. Analysis of the potentlsl for and effect of audden tempera
ture transients on waterlogged elements or elements with 
high Internal gas pressure. 

5. Analysis of temperature transients that may cause bowing 
of fuel control rods or structure. 

6. Analysis of the energy release and.potential for a chemical 
reaction ahould physical burnout of fuel elements occur. 

7. Analysis of the energy release snd resulting pressure pulse 
should waterlogged elements rupture and spill fuel into the 
coolant. 
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8. Analysis of temperature distributions in solid moderators 
during normal and accident conditions with an evaluation 
of the potential for a chemical reaction and an estimate 
of the total stored energy in the form of heat. 

Mechanical Design and Evaluation 

(a) Internal Layout 

1. General assembly drawings showing the arrnnficnient of the 
Important component.s, positioning and suppnrt of the fuel 
assemblies, control rod and shim arrangement and support, 
and location of in-core instrumentation. 

2. An evaluation which includes considerations such as stresses 
and deflections of critical pressure parts for pressure, 
temperature, shock, and hydraulic loads for both normal and 
accident conditions with particular emphasis on the dlmensionol 
integrity of control rod channels and the positioning of 
fuel assemblies. 

(b) Fuel 

1. A description and design drawings of the fuel assemblies 
and fuel elements showing arrangement, dimcnsion.<i, critira) 
tolerances, sealing and handling features, methods of 
support, fission gas spaces, and i'-.t-rnal components. 

2. An evaluation of the fuel design including considerations 
such as materials adequacy throughout lifetime; vibration 
analysis, fuel element internal pressure snd cladding stresses 
during normal and accident conditions with particular emphasis 
upon temperature transients or depressurlzation accidents; 
potential for a waterlogging yupture; potential for a chemical 
reaction; fretting corrosion; cycling and fatigue; dimensional 
stability of the fuel and critical components during lifetime. 

(c) Control System 

1. Inforaatlon on the design of the control system Including 
a description and design drawings of the control rods and 
followers, rod drives, latching mechanisms, snd sssembly 
within the reactor. 

2. An evaluation which Includes considerations such as materials 
adequacy throughout lifetime; results of a dimensional and 
tolerance analysis of the system as a whole, including points 
of support in the vessel, core structure and channels, control 
rods and followers, extension shafts and drive shafts; thermal 
analysis to determine tendencies to wsrp; analysis of pressure 
forces which could eject rods from the core; potential for and 
consequences of a mechanical failure of critical components; 
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possible effect of violent fuel rod failures on control 
rod channel clearances; assessment of the sensltitivy of 
the system to mechanical damage as regards Its capability 
to continuously provide reactivity control; previous 
experience and/or developmental work with similar systems 
and materials; test and surveillance programs to demonstrate 
proper functioning at initial startup and throughout lifetime. 

C. Safety Limits and Conditions. Either as part of the evaluation discussed 
In the previous subsection or in a separate treatment under this subsection, the 
identification of those aspects of design that significantly influence the main
tenance of fuel Integrity should be Identified. Evslustions are expected to show 
the relationship between normal operating ranges plsnned for key variables affect
ing fuel integrity and Halts beyond which operation will not proceed in the 
interests of safety. 

Analysis and engineering judgment may lead to the conclusion that the fuel 
clad surface temperature is a primary safety parameter In this class. Considera
tion of failure mechanisms might have shown that a surface temperature limitation. 
If always met, would assure the integrity of the fuel clad. On the other hand, 
this parameter is not generally directly measurable. Therfore, parameters such 
as coolant effluent temperatures, coolsnt flow and coolant pressures might prove 
appropriate Indirect Indications. An evaluation of the primary and related para
meters which shows a basis for selection of particular parameters upon which 
safety limits sre placed is expected. 

In similar fashion, evaluations are expected to reveal those conditions. If 
any, that might be considered as prerequlsltles to operation under specified modes. 
For exoople, it may not be advisable in the Interests of safety to start up without 
having available certain protective circuitry or systems. On the other hand, 
redundancy may provide a flexibility in operations without significant effect on 
readiness for emergencies. Identifying such situations snd showing through analysis 
that safety can be maintained may permit flexibility In licensed operation that 
might not otherwise be possible. 

.D. Tests end Inspections. The principal tests planned, if any, for the 
verification of characteristics of the core or its reactivity control features 
having safety implications should be identified. Etnphasls should be given to 
those items such as developmentsl prograas, preoperational and postoperatlonal 
testing or surveillance progrns which will be employed to substantiate the 
adequacy of the design to assure that safety Halts will not be exceeded or to 
provide operational data in support of planned escalation In power or different 
operating modes. 
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SECTION IV - REACTOR OOOLAOT SYSTEM ! 
,^^.^^_^^__^^____^..^___^_^___„____ ^ 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide information 
covering the reactor coolant system. By reactor coolant system is meant both ^ 
the reactor coolant or coolants and all components that provide a boundary for | 
coolant flow. In the case of direct-cycle plants, the extent of the reactor { 
coolant systea to be considered In this section should be limited to the boundary ^ 
defined by the aaln isolation valves. The portions of the system beyond the t-
isolation valves should be treated as part of the Steam and Power Conversion i 
Systea In Section X. J 

Coolant flow is a fundamental requisite to reactor operation. Its loss { 
while the reactor is at power or subsequent to |X)wer operation" could lead to fuel I 
aelting and fission product release to the coolant, the coolant enclosure ! 
represents a principal safeguard whose integrity is import.nnt in the nrotection t 
of public health and safety. ; 

i 
Evaluations, together with the necessary supporting material, should be 

submitted to show that the reactor coolant system is adequate to accomplish its • [ 
Intended objective and to maintain its integrity under conditions imposed by 
all foreseeable reactor behavior, either norronl or abnoniial. The information I 
should permit a determination of the adequacy of the evaluations; that is, < 
assurance that the evaluations included are correct and complete and all the 
evaluations needed have been made. Evaluations included in other .sections that 
have a bearing on the reactor coolant system shotild be rofc rcnccd. 

The following are illustrative of the types of evaluations and 
supporting Information that should be jnrluded in this section: J 

A. Design Bases. The bases upon which the design of the reactor ; 
coolant systea was established, including, for example: [. 

(1) The performance objectives of the system and its components 
from which the design parameters arc derived for both the 
normal and transient conditions considered. 

(2) The design pressure,^temperature, seismic loads, and maximum 
system and component test pressures for the system and individual 
components. 

(3) Design cyclic loads which the system is expected to sustain 
and their estimated frequency during the service lifetime, 
including consideration of startup and shutdown operations, 
power level changes, emergency and recovery conditions, switching 
operations (one or more coolant loops), and hydrostatic pressure 
tests. 

(4) The design sen'ice life of the system, including (a) estimates 
of operating t'p^ at sprcific levels of power production and 
(b) estimated life -f currxinents of reactor coolant system which, 
by virtue of design, will be accessible for Inspection, repair, 
or replacement. 
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(5) The codes and classifications (for pressure-retaining components 
only) applied in the design, construction. Inspection, and testing 
of the primary coolant system, the primary side of the auxiliary 
or emergency reactor systems, the primary side of engineered safe
guard systems connected to the primary system, and the interconnecting 
piping systems. 

The selection of the specific values or ranges of values for the variables 
such as pressure, temperatures, loadings, etc. should be explained from the stand
point of safety. 

B. System Design and Operation, The system description and major operational 
features of the reactor coolant system, including such items as; 

(1) A schemstic flow diagram of the reactor coolant system denoting 
all major components, principal pressures, temperatures, flow rates, 
and coolant volume under normal steady state full power operating 
conditions. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

A piping and Instrumentation diagram of the reactor coolant system 
and the primary sides of the auxiliary or emergency fluid systems* 
and engineered safeguard systems* interconnected with the reactor 
coolant system, delineating on the diagram: 

(a) The extent of the systems located within the containment, 

(b) The points of separation between the reactor coolant (heat 
transport) system and the secondary (heat utilization) 
system, and 

(c) The extent of 1 so lability of any fluid system as provided by 
the use of isolation valves between the radioactive and non
radioactive sections of the system. 

An elevation with principal dimensions of the reactor coolant system 
in relation to the supporting or surrounding concrete structures from 
which a measure of the protection afforded by the arrangement and the 
safety considerations incorporated in the layout is gained, 

A cross sectional assembly of the major components of the reactor 
coolant system, such as the reactor vessel with internals, pres-
surlzer, steam generators, heat exchangers, pumps, and the principal 
valves. 

*The appropriate information pertaining to these individual systems should be 
Included under Sections IX and VI, respectively. 
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(5) An Identification and location of all pressure-relieving devices 
(all such devices may be indicated on the piping and instrumentation 
diagrai referenced in subsection B(2)) as applied to: 

(a) The reactor coolant system, 

(b) The primary side of the auxiliary or emergency systems inter
connected with the primary system, and 

(c) Any blowdown or heat dissipation system connected to the 
discharge side of the pressure-relievinp devices. 

(6) Protection provided for the principal components of "the reactor 
coolant system against environmental factors (e.g., fires, flooding, 
missiles, seismic effects) to which the system may be subjected. 

(7) The materials of construction exposed to the reactor coolant and their 
coopatibility with the coolant and contaminants or radiolytic products 
to which the system may be exposed, 

(8) The materials of construction of reactor coolant systems and their 
compatibility with external insulation or the environmental atir.os-
phere in the event of coolant leakage. 

(9) The maxloum allowable normal and emergency heating and cooling 
rates imposed on the reactor coolant system and, in particular, the 
reactor vessel, to limit thermal loadings within design specifications. 

(10) The provisions iii.ide for leak detection of radioactive iirodiicrs in .areas 
eabracing the reactor coolant system which are inaccessible and where 
the possibility of coolant leakage exists. 

(11) The additives to the primary coolant system such as inhibitors whose 
principal function Is directed toward corrosion control within the 
system. 

C. System Design Evaluation. *Kvaluations of the reactor coolant system, 
M* a whole. In support of the system's capability to provide or maintain, under 
noraal or transient operating conditions, the integrity required as a primary 
barrier and operational dependability throughout design lifetime, including 
evaluations of: 

(1) The extent of deslgned-in safety factors, or the margin of capacity, 
provided beyond that required to meet performance specifications 
(e.g., coolant pump coastdown characteristics in event of pump failure, 
or the alnlmuo nuober of reactor coolant or recirculation loops in 
operation to sstlsfy operational requirements). 

•Safety analyser ant oinrenucnccs related to unforeseeable events or hypotheticol 
accidents ahould be Included under Section .>ilV • Safety Analyses. 
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(2) The extent to which the function of the reactor coolant system 
(or an auxiliary system) may depend upon the operability of an 
interconnected system (e.g., the heat exchange system associated 
with a reactor shutdown cooling system). 

(3) The extent to which any auxiliary or emergency system or group of 
systems is relied upon to assure the integrity of the reactor 
coolant system (e.g., the reliance placed upon the overpressure 
protection system safety valves in relation to that placed upon 
other pressure-limiting systems, such as emergency cooling systems 
and safety system scram circuits). 

(4) The overpressure protection provided for each vessel, group of 
vessels, and the entire system, including: ^ 

(a) The principal assumptions and governing conditions which 
dictated the maximum pressure-relieving requirements of 
the systea; 

(b) The emergency dissipation or flow capacities of each pressure 
relief valve as related to the thermal and overall system 
characteristics under the conditions which governed the 
sizing of the pressure relief valves, and 

(c) The pressure setting or bursting pressures of pressure-
relieving devices. 

(5) The extent of independent multiplicity or duality of function of 
systems or their components which may contribute to operational 
dependability when called upon to function (e.g., the duplication 
or sharing of pumps among auxiliary systems connected to the reactor 
coolant system), 

(6) The potential of the system as cause of accidents, either through 
failure of components or control over the coolant; e,g., loss of 
coolant flow, pressure relief valve sticking open, etc. 

(7) Those operational limits and safety conditions selected for inclusion 
in "technical specifications" such as: 

(a) System heatup and cooldown rate 
(b) Stress limits dictated by NDT considerations 
(c) Coolant chemistry control 
(d) Coolant radioactivity limits 
(e) Maximum pressures and temperatures. 
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D. Tests and Inspections. Identification of principal tests and inspections 
planned for the surveillance of the reactor coolant system to assure continued 
performance and Integrity of the system boundary as well as continued functional 
perforaance required for safe operations; e.g., 

(1) A suBSMry of test and Inspection programs to be followed with 
reaiiect to the reactor coolant system. Including in-service tests 
and inspections requiring dismantling and reassembly of components. 

(2) Those tests and inspections of such Importance to safety as to be 
Included in the technical specifications of the operating license. 
An example might be the requiretnent for a iraterial irradiation 
surveillance program to monitor the physical properties of the 
reactor vessel to ensure compliance with NOT limitations that have 
been specified. In any event, an evaluation should be presented 
of each test and inspection selected as a surveillance reauircment 
for Inclusion in the technical specifications. This evaluation 
should Include the identification of the test or inspection, the 
frequency, acceptance criteria, and action to be taken in the event 
such criteria are not met. An explanation as to the reasons for 
each selection should be included. 
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SECTION V - CONTAimENr SYSTEM 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide information 
concerning the facility containment system. For the purpose of this Report, 
the containment system may be considered as composed of the containment struc
ture and the directly associated systems upon which the containment function 
depends (e.g., the system of isolation valves installed to maintain or re
establish containment system integrity when required). Engineered safeguards 
which may be called upon to operate in conjunction with the containment function 
in the event of an accident should be reserved for discussion in Section VI. 

In the design of nuclear power plants, the containment system which 
encompasses the reactor and other portions of the plant (which vary 
depending on reactor type and plant) constitutes a design feature provided 
primarily for the protection of public health and safety. Being a standby safety 
system, it may never be called upon to function, but as a safeguard must be main
tained in a state of readiness. The ability to perform its intended role, if 
called upon, of acting to confine the potentially hazardous consequences ot a 
gross accident, depends upon maintaining tightness withiî  specified bounds through
out operating lifetime. 

The Report is expected to provide the Commission with information that 
shows the containment system has been evaluated for assurance that: 

a. The containment will fulfill its intended objectives, and 
b. Such objectives sre consistent with protection of the public safety. 

Information provided should permit a determination of the adequacy of the evalua
tions; that is, assurance that the evaluations Included are correct and complete 
and all the evaluations needed have been performed. Evaluations in other sections 
having a bearing on the adequacy of the containment system should be referenced. 

More specifically. In recognition of the safety role assigned to the con
tainment system, it is expected that the evaluations should be directed toward: 

(1) The bases upon which the contslnment system requirements were 
established and, in particular, the identification and explanation 
for the choice of values of the principal design parameters; I.e., 
the design pressure and the allowable leakage rate. 

(2) The major components and associated systems provided to fulfill the 
required containment function and the extent of the assurance that 
the proposed designs will perform their intended function reliably. 

(3) The extent to which the containment system's effectiveness and 
functional dependability will be maintained and verified by testing 
throughout the plant's operating lifetime. 

(4) The capability of the containment system to continue to function 
In accordance with design specifications when subjected to environ
mental forces such as, winds, floods, and seismic activity associated 
with the site location. 
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(5) The deslgned-in margin available In the containment performance 
capability beyond that required to handle the accident postulated 
for defining upper Halts on required performance. 

(6) The extent to which the operation of any engineered safeguards (see 
Section VI) Is relied upon to attenuate the postsccldent conditions 
iaposed upon the containment system. 

Particular emphasis should be placed upon the evaluation of design features, 
operational reliability, and testabi1itv on the assunptlon that the containment sy 
tea will not nô taal-ly operate. It Is through a critical evaluation of its design 
features "end testing- Schedule that assurance is obtained that the system will 
function properly If called upon. 

The following are Illustrative of evaluations and supporting information 
that should be included in this section: 

A. Contalnaent System Structure 

(1) Design Bases. The bases ui>on which the design of the containment 
syst^ structure was established. Including, for example: 

(a) The postulated accident conditions and the extent of simultaneous 
occurrences which determined the containment design requirements. 

(b) The sources and amounts of energy and material which might be 
released Into the containment structure, and the postaccident 
time-dependency associated with these releases. 

(c) The contribution of any engineered safeguard system in limiting 
the aaxiouo value of the energy released in the containment 
structure in the event of an accident. 

(2) Contalnaent System Structure Design. The design features of the 
contalnaent system structure and the explanation* for their selec
tions. Including, for example: 

(a) Design Internal preesure, temperature, and volume. 

(b) The design leakage rate. 

(c) Design external loadings Imposed by barometric pressure changes, 
wind, snow or ice, floods or Inundations, and earthquakes. 

(d) The code end vessel classification applicable to the design, 
fabrication. Inspection, and testing of the structure. 

(e) Plans and elevations showing principal dimensions. 

Ilhcre explanation i s given in other sections, only cross referencing i s 
necessary. 

(f) The estimated number and types (preferably supported by typical 
deta i ls) of penetrations, equipment access doors, emergency escape 
openings, and a i r locks. 

(g) Missile protection features. 

(h) Protection provided against combustible, explosive, or reactive 
materials being released Inside the containment structure. 

(1) The corrosion protection or material allowances provided. 

(j) The extent of thermal or weather insulation provided. 

(k) The extent to which shielding requirements have been Incorporated. 

(1) The provisions or system provided for vacuum relief. 

B. Containment Isolation System. The system of Isolation valves* applied 
to fluid lines penetrating the containment barrier to maintain or re-establish 
containment system Integrity during normal operating periods, or emergency and 
postsccldent periods,should be considered as part of the containment system. 

(1) Design Bases. The bases established for the design of the Isolation 
valvlng required for fluid lines. Including, for example: 

(a) The governing conditions under which containment isolation 
becomes mandatory. 

(b) The criteria applied with respect to the number and location 
(inside or outside of containment) of Independent Isolation 
valves provided for each fluid system penetrating the contain
ment and the basis thereof. 

(2) System Design. The design features of the isolation valve system. 
Including, for example: 

(a) A piping and instrumentation diagram of the Isolation valve 
system Indicating the location with respect to the containment 
barrier of all Isolation valves in fluid systems penetrating 
the containment wall, or systems communicating directly with 
the outside atmosphere, (e.g., vacuum relief valves). 

(b) A summary of the types of isolation valves applied and their 
open or closed status under normal operating conditions, shut
down, or accident situations. 

* Isolation valves applied to systems not related to the containment function 
should be excluded from this section but should be Included under the appro
priate section of the Report relating to the respective systeas. 
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(c) The primary and secondary modes of actuation provided for the 
isolation valves, (e.g., valve operators, manual remote or 
autoaatlc). 

(d) The nuaber of peraaeters sensed end their values which ere ^ 
required to effect closure of isolation valves. | 

(e) The closure tiae end sequence of timing for the principal ! 
isolation valves to secure contslnment Isolation. [ 

(f) Protection of Isolation valves, actuators, and controls against 
danger from alssiles. i 

I 
(g) Provisions to ensure operability of isolation valve system under ' 

accident environments (i.e., imposed pressures and temperatures 
of the steam-laden atmosphere in the event of an accident). | 

C. Contalnsgnt Ventilation System. The system for ventilation of the con
tainment system end for other air purification or cleanup facilities servicing 
the contalnaent systea under normal and emergency conditions should be considered 
as part of the contalnaent system (if components of this system are considered a^ 
pertaining to an engineered safeguard, appropriate information should be included 
in Section VI). [ 

(1) Design Bases. The design bases for the ventilation and air puiifici- r 
tlon systea under either normal operating conditions or accident I 
situations. Including: 

(a) The conditions which establish the need for ventilation of the 
contalnaent structure. } 

I 

(b) The bases eaployed for sizing the ventilation and air purifica
tion facilities. , 

(2) Systea Design. The design features of the system and the bases thereof. 
Including, for example: 

r 

(a) A piping and Instnsncntation diagram of the ventilation and/or 
other air purification facilities, delineating the extent of 
systea located within the containment structure. i 

(b) Perforaance objectives (e.g., ventilation flow rates, tempera
ture, hualdlty, or lialts of radioactivity levels to be main
tained In the containment structure). 

(c) Provlsloiis to exhauat, oonitor, and filter the ventilation air i 
snd the provisions for ssfe disposal of the effluent to the i 
outside stoosphere (e.g., systems discharging the effluent through 
stacks). 

) 
; 
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(d) A sumnary of the type of isolation valves applied to the ventila
tion lines of the system penetrating the containment wall. 
Including similar Information specified In subsection B.(l)(b) -
B. (2)(g), inclusive. 

D. Containment Leakage Monitoring Systems. The systems intended to monitor 
the development of gross leakages or measurement of leakages within allowable 
limits in the containment system (leakage pumpback systems which monitor con
tainment barrier leakages may be Included under this category) should be con
sidered as part of the containment system. 

(1) Design Bases. The design bases of the containment monitoring system 
and any operational restrictions Imposed on the containment system 
from measurements of leakages as derived by operation of the moni
toring system (e.g., leskege limits specified which may require 
plant shutdown and repairs). 

(2) System Design. The design features of the system end the bases 
thereof, including, for example: 

(a) A piping and instrumentation diagram of the system delineating 
the extent of system located Inside or outside of the contain
ment structure. 

(b) Perforaance objectives (e.g., operational parameters, leakage 
rates to be measured). 

(c) Provisions for Isolating the systems in the event of accident 
to preclude leakage through any components of the monitoring 
system. 

(d) Features considered for system components located outside of 
the containment structure which in effect extend the contain
ment boundary by recirculation of containment atmosphere 
(e.g., pumpback compressor systems). 

E. System Design Evaluation. *Evaluations of operational systeas asso
ciated with the containment which serve to Indicate or maintain the state of 
readiness of the containment within a specified leakage rate limit during 
operating periods when containment Integrity is required; including: 

(1) The extent to which the measure of containment leak tightness at 
any time depends upon the operation of a system, such as a con
tinuous leakage monitoring system, a continuous leakage surveil
lance system for containment penetrations and seals or a pump
back coopressor systea which aelntalns a negative pressure between 
dual barriers of a contalnaent. 

* Safety analyses and discussion of the consequences of accidents under which 
the contalnaent function becomes essential should be included under Section XIV, 
"Safety Analyses". 
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(2) An analysis of the capability of these operational systems to 
perfora their functions reliably and accurately during operating 
periods, and under conditions of operating interruptions (e.g., 
the performance margin, if any, in a pumpback compressor syston 
that might allow it to sustain an operational failure and still 
function adequately). 

F. Tests and Inspections. This section should provide Information about 
the program of testing and Inspection applicable to: 

(1) Preoperational testing of the containment system. 

(2) Postoperatlonal surveillance to assure a continued state of readiness 
to perform. 

Emphasis should be given to those tests and inspections considered essential 
to a determination that performance objectives have been achieved and a perform-
once capability maintained throughout lifetime above some pre-established limit. 
Such tests might include, for example, integrated leak rate tests of the contain
ment structure, local leak detection tests of penetrations and valves and 
operability tests of fail-safe features of isolation valves. 

The Information should Include such things as: 

(1) What tests have been planned and why. 

(2) Considerations that led to test periodicity. 

(3) Test aethods to be used. 

(4) Requirements set for acceptability of observed performance and the 
reasons therefor. 

(5) Action to be taken in the event acceptability requirements are not 
met. 

Evaluations made elsewhere In the Report which explain the bases for tests 
planned need not be re{>eated but only cross referenced. 

Particular emphasis should be given to those surveillance type tests that 
are of such Importance to safety that they may become a part of the technical 
specifications of an operating license. The bases for such surveillance 
requirements should be developed as a part of the Safety Report. 
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SECTION VI - ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS 

The control over fission products, whether they result either from normal 
operation or from accidents, represents the central objective in safe reactor 
design and operation. At the present time, sssurances of public safety through 
design stem from three approaches toward this objective; namely, 

a. Design to preclude sccldents resulting In release of fission products 
from the fuel; 

b. Location to restrict the dispersal of fission products if by some 
unforeseen circumstance release beyond the coolant .boundary takes 
place, and 

c. Location to minimize exposure risk to large numbers of people. 

Those features expressly provided as precautionary safeguards or as backup 
protection to the various aspects of design to prevent the occurrence of acci
dents have been grouped under the term "engineered safeguards". These are systems 
that are Intended specifically to function following a major accident and whose 
objective Is to limit the consequences of the accident. In functional terms, 
they can be broadly categorized as (1) containment, (2) driving force reduction, 
and (3) fission product Inventory reduction. 

This section should provide Information on engineered safeguards other than 
the containment system covered in Section V. Information submitted should be 
directed toward showing that: 

(1) 

(2) 

The concept upon which the operation of the system is predicated 
has been or will be proven sufficiently. Experience, full-scale 
tests under accident conditions, or conservative extrapolations 
from present knowledge are considerations (e.g., containment 
suppression concepts, containment venting concepts, filtration 
mechanisms, heat transfer mechanisms, etc.). 

The system will function during the period required and will actually 
accomplish its Intended purpose, (e.g., filtration efficiency, pres
sure reduction, etc.). 

(3) The system will function when required and will continue to function 
for the period required, (e.g., consideration of component reli
ability, system interdependency, redundancy and dispersion of com
ponents or portions of system, etc.). 

(4) Provisions have been made and tests will be performed to ensure that 
the system will be dependable and effective. 

The engineered safeguards included in reactot plant designs vary from 
facility to facility. The engineered safeguards explicitly discussed here are 
thoae that are coiimonly used to limit the consequences of an accidental rupture 
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In the main coolant system of a light water-cooled reactor. As such, these 
should be treated as illustrative of engineered safeguards that should be treated 
in this section of the Refxirt, and of the kind of informative material that is 
needed. Where different types of engineered safeguards may be used in water-
cooled or other kinds of reactors, they should be covered in a similar manner. 

Most light water-cooled licensed power reactors have containment systems. 
Guidance with resiiect to containment systems has been treated separately as 
Section V. In addition to containment, engineered safeguards that have been 
included in light water-cooled power reactors are: 

(1) Core Spray and Safety Injection Systems. 
(2) Containment Spray Systems. 
(3) Atmosphere Recirculation Cooling and Filtration Systems. 

Only the Core Spray and Safety Injection Systems will be discussed in the para
graphs that follow. The guidance provided on those systems is meant to be 
illustrative of the kind of Information that should be provided on all engineered 
safeguards. 

The depth of information associated with the analyses, evaluations, and the 
supporting data submitted should take into account the reliance placed on the 
sys'.em for safe operation and overall plant acceptability. 

CORE SPRAY AND SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEMS 

Loss of the coolant of a reactor after a period of sustained operation 
could result in core meltdown from the fission product decay heat. In the case 
of water-moderated reactors a core spray or safety injection system is often 
Included In a facility to prevent, or limit, core meltdown in the even*- of an 
accidental main coolant system rupture by supplying coolant to the core to 
remove the fission product heat produced. A system using spray rings to distri
bute the coolant over the core is called a core spray system; others are safety 
injection systeas. 

The systeas generally consist of storage facilities, piping, pumps, valves, 
heat exchangers, spray nozzles, and Instrumentation. The Included functions 
will vary from system to system. Some are once through 5ystems--when the coolant 
In the storage facility expires, the system ceases to operate. Some systems 
combine the storage facility with a recirculation system in which the water 
accumulating In the containment sump is passed through heat exchangers, cooled, 
and returned to the core. Some systems include a poison in the coolant for cold 
shutdown. 

The specific functional requirements of a co^e injection system will depend 
u|>on the reactor design. Such matters as the time available following coolant 
loss, cooling capacity required, and the length of time cooling must be sus
tained vsry. The functional requlreoents for the systea and an explanation of 
why these were established should be a fundamental part of the Report. 
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When discussing the factors of dependability and effectiveness, specific 
attention should be directed to such things as system starting, adequate coolant 
delivery, availability of coolant, period of time the system must operate, the 
environment in which the system will operate, the effect of external forces, 
the state of the art and proposed research and development to ensure proper flow 
distribution to adequately cool the core, the testing program to ensure depend
able operating, and the reliance placed on the system for overall plant safety. 

The ability of the system to start and deliver the required cooling capacity 
is fundamental. Considerations should include the design, operation, and testing that are 
associated with system dependability from the sensing of an accident, through the 
availability of emergency power, to the assurance of adequate coolant flow at 
the core. 

Not only the sufficiency of the coolant for the period required but also 
availability in the proper form (e.g., not frozen and with proper poison con
centration) is important. The environment in which the systetn will be required 
to function should be considered, in particular, if components are located 
within the containment system when the conditions might change following the 
accident. 

Possibilities for the system's experiencing external forces such as missiles 
and forces causing movement or vibration should be evaluated; e.g., since the 
core spray or safety injection system is connected to the main coolant system, 
it is conceivable that an accidental rupture of the main coolant system could 
cause moveiitent that would break the piping and negate or reduce the effectiveness 
of the core spray or safety injection system. 

Evaluations to show that there will be adequate and proper flow distri
bution through the core are important. There has been little experience in this 
area. Such ccmplications as the large number of channels, the effect of channel 
length, the phase change of the cooling water, potential metal-water reactions, 
and the lag time associated with system operation should be considered. 

Since the system does not operate except following an accident, a measure of 
its dependability may be ensured through testing. InformAlon concerning the 
initial tests and subsequent periodic tests and inspections should be included. 

To provide guidance the following illustrate information that should be 
included in this section: 

A. Design Bases. The design of core spray or safety injection systems 
is based upon the assumption of the accidental rupture of the main coolant 
system and how this might affect (1) the core, and (2) the environment in which 
the system will operate. Some systems are designed to prevent core meltdown in 
the event of a main coolant pipe rupture with discharge from both ends; others 
have been designed to prevent meltdown for a smaller size rupture and limit 
meltdown for the larger rupture. The ability of a system to satisfactorily 
accommodate a break of a certain size does not necessarily mean it can accom
modate all breaks. Whatever the bases for setting the functional requirements 
for the system, these should be identified and explained. To illustrate, the 
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_ design bases would be expected to include: 

(1) The range of main coolant system ruptures and coolant leaks that the 
core spray or safety injection system was designed to accomnodate 
ind the analyses* supporting the selection. 

(2) The fission product decay heat that the core spray or safety injection 
systea was designed to remove and the analyses* supporting this 
selection. 

(3) The reactivity required for cold shutdown for which the core spray 
or safety injection system was designed and the analyses* supporting 
this selection. 

(4) Environmental conditions for which the system was designed. 

B. Systea Design. This section should provide the understanding of how 
the systea has been constituted In keeping with the functional requirements 
established from safety analyses. Information on a safety injection system 
would be expected to include such things as: 

(1) A schematic piping and instrumentation diagram of the system showing 
the location of all components, piping, storage facilities, points 
where connecting systems tie in, and instrumentation and control 
associated with punp actuation. 

(2) Codes and classificationa applicable in system design. 

(3) Materials used to establish compatibility. 

(4) Design pressure and temperature of components for various portions 
of the systea and an explanation of their selection. 

(5) Capacity of each of the coolant storage facilities. 

(6) naq> characteristic curves and puap power requirements. 

(7) Heat exchanger characteristics Including design flow rates, inlet 
and outlet teaperatures for the cooling fluid and the fluid being 
cooled, the overall heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer 
area. 

(8) Relief valve aettlngs or venting provisions Included in the system. 

•Where these analyses have been made in other sections, such as Safety 
Analyses, Section XIV, only cross referencing Is necessary. 
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(9) Reliability considerations incorporated in the design to ensure the 
system will start when needed and will deliver the required quantity 
of coolant (e.g., redundancy and dispersion of components, trans
mission lines, and power sources). A distinction should be made 
between true redundancy incorporated in a system and multiple compo
nents (e.g., a system that is designed to perform its function with 
only one of two pumps operating has increased reliability by redun
dancy; whereas, a system that has two pumps and requires that both 
operate to perform its function does not have redundancy). 

(10) Provisions to protect the system (including connections to the 
primary system or other connecting systems) against damage that 
might result from nrovement (between components within the system or 
between the system and connecting systems) or missiles. 

(11) Provisions for various methods of actuation (e.g., automatic, manual, 
different locations). The conditions requiring system actuation 
together with the bases for the selection (e.g., during periods when 
the system is to be available, whenever the main coolant system pres
sure is less than X pslg, the core spray system will be actuated 
automatically). 

(12) Special provisions included to ensure proper operation in all environ
ments (normal and accident) of the mechanical instrumenta
tion, and electrical portions of the system. • 

(3) Provisions for facilitating performance testing of components 
(e.g., bypasses around pumps, sampling lines, etc.). 

C. Design Evaluation. The functional requirements established for engi
neered safeguard systems generally come from safety analyses which consider 
predicted effects of some specific assumed accident as a frame of reference for 
design. It is expected that such analyses would be included in Section XIV, 
Safety Analyses. However, having set certain functional performance as the 
objectives of a safeguard design, this section of the Report is expected to 
include those system evaluations whereby it has been concluded that functional 
requirements have been met with an adequate margin for contingencies. Such 
evaluations are expected also to provide the bases for any operational restric
tions such as minimum functional capacity or testing requirements that might 
be appropriate as a condition of a license in the interests of assuring public 
safety. For example, in the case of the safety injection system, the following 
evaluations should be included: 

(1) Analyses and test^ performed to ensure that there will be adequate 
flow and proper flow distribution to prevent, or limit, core melt
down as Intended. 

(2) Analyses and tests performed to determine the nuclear end chemical 
effects of system operation on the core. 
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(3) The extent to which comiMnents or portions of the core spray or 
safety Injection system are required for operation of other systems 
and the extent to which components or portions of other systems are 
required for operation of the core spray or safety Injection system. 
An analysis of how these dependent systems would function should 
Include system priority (which system takes preference); conditions 
i^en various components or portions of one system function as part 

' of another system (e.g., when the water level in the reactor Is 
below X feet, the feed pumps will supply water to the safety injection 
systea and not the containment spray system); and any limitations 
Included to ensure minimum capability (e.g., storage facility conmon 
to both core spray and containment spray systems shall have pro**' 
visions whereby the quantity available for core spray will not be 
less than Y gallons). 

(4) The range of acceptable lag times associated with system operation; 
that is, the period between the time an accident has occurred requir
ing the operation of the system and the time spray Is discharged into 
the core. Analysis supporting the selection should include valve 
0{>enlng time, pump starting time, etc. 

(5) Thermal shock considerations, both in terms of effect on operability 
of the core spray or safety injection system and the effect on con
necting systems. 

(6) Bounds within which key system parameters must be maintained in the 
interests of constant standby readiness; e.g., such things as: 

(a) Minimum poison concentrations in coolant. 
(b) Minimum coolant reserves in storage volumes. 
(c) Minimum inoperable components. 

(7) Interdependency of the system with other engineered safeguard systems. 

0. Tests and Inspections. The core spray and safety injection systems 
are standby systeas, not normally operating. They operate only following an 
accident; consequently, a measure of system readiness must be achieved via 
tests and inspections. The periodic tests and Inspections planned should be 
Identified and reasons explained as to why the program of testing planned Is 
believed to be appropriate. 

The Inforaatlon should Include such things as: 

(1) What tests have been planned and why. 

(2) Considerations that led to test periodicity. 

(3) Test aethods to be used. 

(4) Requirements set for acceptability tjf observed performance and 
the reasons therefor. 
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Evaluations mode elsewhere in the Report which explain the bases for tests 
planned need not be repeated but only cross referenced. 

Particular emphasis should be given to those surveillance type tests that 
are of such Importance to safety that they may become a part of the technical 
specifications of an operating license. The bases for such surveillance 
requirements should be developed as a part of this Safety Analysis Report. 
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SECTION VII - INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTTOL 

Nuclear plant instrumentation senses the results of the nuclear power 
generating process snd makes it possible to actuate appropriate mechanisms to 
keep the process within safe and economical bounds. The information sensed by 
the Instrtaentatlon is used to perform regulating and protective functions. 
Regulating systems take the plant from shutdown to power and then monitor and 
maintain key plant variables, such as reactor power, flow, temperature and 
radioactivity levels within predetermined limits at steady state and during 
normal plant transients. Protective systems are utilized to shut down the 
reactor to protect the core and the integrity of the coolant boundary against 
effects of abnoraalities such as equipment malfunctions, coroponcnl. failures, 
and operator errors. Protective systems are also provided to -signal for 
containment Isolation and to bring other engineered safeguards into action in 
the event of a major reactor accident. 

Inforaatlon about instrumentation and controls provided in this section 
should place emphasis upon the protective functions served. To stress this 
outlook. It is desired that instrumentation and control grouped functionally 
as Protective Systems and Regulating Systems be discussed first. This then 
should be followed by such detail on individual instrument channels as may be 
necessary to explain what parameters are sensed and how the intelligence obtained 
Is translated by instrumentation into protective actions. 

The following is intended to provide guidance toward such an approach: 

A. Protective Systems. The protective systems, which consist of the 
reactor protective circuitry and the instrimentation and control for engineered 
safeguards, normally perform the most important of the instrimentation and 
control safety functions. They provide protection apainst unanticipated release 
of fission products from the fuel, from the coolant boundary and from the con
tainment. For the purpose of the Safety Analysis Report, any equipment 
supplying signals to any of these protective systems should be considered a 
part of that protective system. This includes equipment which might be phys
ically a part of the nuclear instrumentation, nonnuclear process instrumentation, 
radiation Instrumentation, or other plant instrumentation. Any actuator or 
other device controlled by any of the protective systems such as safety rod 
scram magnets, scram solenoid valves, or ventilation valve control solenoids 
should also be considered a part of the protective system. Information presented 
should be organized along lines such as the following: 

(1) Design Bases. The bases upon which the design of the protective 
systems was established, including such matters as: 

(a) Vital protective functions required of the instrumentation; 
e.g., those requirements derived from analysis of plant 
disturbances or incidents discussed in Section XIV, Safety 
Analyses, such as conditions which must initiate scram snd 
containment Isolation. 
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(b) Principles of design that dictated the general system concepts 
such as:* 

1. Number of Independent instrument channels to provide 
vital protective actions. 

2. Relationship of protective and regulating instrumentation. 

3. Testability as a function of operational mode. 

(c) Functional requirements to be satisfied by protective actions 
such as rod cutback, rod stops, low count rate Interlocks. 

(d) Operating environment in which equipment must function; e.g., 
the most severe environment for the control room or the con
tainment under which reactor operation might be allowed to 
continue. 

The applicant should explain and substantiate his selection from 
the viewpoint of safety. 

(2) Systems Designs 

(a) A description of the systems, supported by block diagrams show
ing each channel of protection from detector (or other input 
device) to final actuating device, should be provided. Sufficient 
Information should be included on the sampling systems, sensors, 
amplifiers, trip elements, actuators, and other control components 
to explain the principal features of their design and to show 
how the design requirements will be met; e.g.: features aimed at 
reliability, testability and serviceability such as redundancy 
of channels, coincident arrangements of circuitry, on-line test
ing capability, mechanical and electrical interlocking, rod 
frithdrawSl stops or cutbacks (rather than scram). Features to 
provide reactor shutdown to protect plant equipment other then 
the core should be clearly identified to prevent their being 
evaluated on the some basis as core protection. 

(b) A sumnary chert which tabulates the process variables sensed 
for protective reasons, the normal steady state values of these 
variables end the signal levels at which protective system 
actions are Initiated. Discussion of the data tabulated should 
Include an explanation of the relationship of these values to 
safety limits that have been derived from safety analyses such 
as those made under Section XIV. 

•Note: Examples are illustrative and not all Inclusive. "The Technology of 
Nuclear Reectora", Vol. 1, edited by T. J. Thompson end J. Beckerley, 
MIT Press, pp.293-294, further Illustrates such requirements. 
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(3) Systeas Evaluation - Systems evaluation should include: 

(a) Analysis of the capability of the protective systems to meet 
their functional requirements. (The safety analyses prepared 
under Section XIV may be referenced to the extent that the 
evaluations therein show functional capability of the system.) 

(b) Analysis of developmental and other preoperational tests for 
suitability ss evidence that the systems will meet their func
tional requirements under all environmental conditions under 
which they might be required to operate. 

(c) An evaluation of the system's susceptibility to component failures 
or faults and the effect of such failures on ability to perform 
the vital protective functions. The evaluation should be supported 
by schematic diagrams of those parts of the circuit where redundant 
channels are brought together (e.g., in logic circuits and final 
actuating devices). 

(d) An evaluation of the need for and the adequacy of the planned 
testing and surveillance to assure that the protective systems, 
particularly those which are normally in a passive state, are 
in a constant state of readiness. The nature of the tests 
should be explained, including such matters as the frequency 
for xerfoimlng each test and performance required as indication 
of acceptability. 

B. Regulating Systems. These systems provide the ability to regulate 
reactor power via such process variables as pressure, temperature, flow, and 
radiation level, either autooatlcally or manually. From a safety viewjiolnt, 
such control systems are of significance because: 

a. Characteristics of the regulating circuitry influence 
perforaance requirements imposed upon the protective 
Instrumentation. 

b. Component failures or malfunctioning of the regulating 
systems could create a demand for protective action. 

The principal objective of presenting information with respect to regulating 
systems should, therefore, be to show how such factors have been dealt with in 
design and planned modes of operation. Information provided should include: 

(I) Design Bases 

(a) The bases upon which the design of the regulating systems 
was established, including such matters as regulating functions 
required of the Instrumentation (e.g.: reactivity effects from 
such phenomena as xenon buildup, fuel depletion, and core poison
ing) or for which regulating systeas are designed to compensate. 
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(b) Design requirements dictated by safety considerations such 
as: the potential for a system malfunction resulting in a 
reactor accident and the requirement to maintain a reactor 
plant variable under steady state within limits from which 
the protective systems could function effectively. 

(c) Requirements established from startup considerations; e.g., 
the ability to override xenon, maintain continued surveillance 
over count rate, or limit reactivity insertion rates. 

(d) Requirements imposed on process instrumentation by core design 
criteria; e.g., flow control as a function of power. 

System Designs and Evaluation 

(a) Design 

A description of the system provided for regulating reactivity, 
with an explanation of principal characteristics as they relate 
to the functional requirements they satisfy. Including items 
such as automatic and manual control schemes, rod programming 
end sequencing, system inputs (reference can be made to the 
appropriate process variable instrument system for discussion 
of the systems) and Interlocking. 

(b) Evaluation 

1. Evaluation of potential system failures such as electrical 
faults, phase reversal, service failures, and switch and 
relay failures which could result in a reactivity excursion. 
Such evaluations should be supported by schematic diagrams 
showing circuitry from power source to rod drives including 
manual switching and automatic controls. 

2. An evaluation of the effectiveness of interlocking to 
prevent undeslred reactivity excursions. Such evaluations 
should Include schematic diagrams of the interlocking. 

3. An evaluation of the capability of the controls to maintain 
operation in a region where the reactor protective system 
Is effective. 

4. Analysis of system stability when disturbed by occurrences 
such as a sudden loss of load. 

5. Analyses that show the relationship between steady state 
values of variables used for regulating functions and safety 
limits established from safety considerations such as those 
discussed under Safety Analyses, Section XIV. 
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C. Instrumentation Systems Design and Evaluation. The inputs to protec
tive and regulating systems are provided by a diversity of instruments. These 
sense a number of plant process variables such as neutron flux, temperature 
pressure and coolant flow. The previous paragraphs have attempted to focus 
emphasis upon the "system engineering" which explains why and how outputs from 
the individual instrunent channels are brought together to accomplish the broad 
functions of plant protection and (lOwer regulation. In this paragraph, informs 
tion should be provided about the individual instrument channels. For purposes 
of the Report, such instrumentation can be subdivided into nuclear, nonnuclear 
process, and radiation instrumentation. Information along the following lines 
should be provided: 

(1) Nuclear Instrumentation 

(a) Design 

1. A general description of the system including a block 
diagram Indicating all channels and functions and 
principal characteristics of the design; e.g., neutron 
flux range covered by each channel, range switching 
sensitivities, readouts, signals to other systems, and 
test provisions. 

2. A general description of major component parts of the 
system such as detectors, preamplifiers, log and linear 
amplifiers, rate circuits,and trip and logic devices. 
The description should be supported by schematic dia
grams of any novel circuits. 

3. A drawing showing the physical location of detectors, 
control rods, sources, and reflectors. 

(b) Evaluation 

1. An evaluation of the adequacy of the provisions for 
monitoring reactivity during subcrltical operation, 
startup, refueling, etc. 

2. An evaluation of the effect of loss of power. 

3. Analysis from both a functional and reliability view
point including considerations such as susceptibility 
to and effects of component failure and malfunctions, 
environmental conditions (including a description of 
environmental tests), redundancy achieved. Independence 
of redundant channels, and testability. 

4. Analysis to assure that requirements Imposed by the 
necessity to maintain operation within safe limits are met. 
Specific reference should be made to the safety analyses, 
under Section XIV, for these requirements. 
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S. An evaluation of the adequacy of neutron sources for 
initial and subsequent startups. 

(2) Nonnuclear Process Instrumentation 

(a) Design 

A general description of the design of this category of instru
mentation including an instrumentation flow plan according to 
Instrunent Society of America Recommended Practice ISA-RP5.1 
(or equivalent) for the primary plant and any part of the 
secondary plant having safety significance. A brief description 
of the major components should be included. 

(b) Evaluation 

1. Analysis from both a functional and reliability viewpoint, 
including considerations such as susceptibility to and 
effects of component failures and malfunctions, environmental 
conditions (including a description of environmental tests), 
diversity and redundancy and testability. 

2. Analysis to assure that requirements such as sensing of 
variables and the accuracy and response tiaiss imposed by 
the necessity to maintain operation within safe limits are 
met. Cross referencing should be made to the Safety Analyses, 
Section XIV, as appropriate, for these requirements. 

(3) Radioactivity Instrumentation 

This category of instrumentation might be subdivided into three 
groups: (1) Instrumentation provided as radiation monitors for the 
control of routine release of radioactive effluents; (2) instrumenta
tion provided for the protection of operation personnel; and (3) 
instrumentation that signals for containment isolation and brings 
other reactor engineered safeguards into action. It is desired that 
only the latter be discussed in this section. Information of the 
general type suggested under "Nuclear Instrumentation" on page 40 
should be provided. 

Process Radiation and Area Monitoring Instrumentation should 
preferably be discussed in Section XI. 

E. Operating Control Stations. A detailed layout of the control stations 
is not required in the Safety Analysis Report; however, sufficient Information 
should be provided to show what actions can be controlled and monitored from the 
control stations, particularly those available during accident conditions which 
allow operators to cope with the emergency. A brief description of the control 
station covering the following matters should normally be sufficient: 

1. General layout. 

2. A summary of essential Information displayed and recorded. 
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3. Sueaary of the functions that are manually controlled from each 
station. 

4. A siaasry of audible and visual alarms. 

5. Principal aeans of coomunicatlon between control rooms and other 
areas of the facility. 

6. Occupancy requirements. 

7. Dependence, If any, upon auxiliary stations for normal or emergency 
plant control. 

8. Features considered significant to the enhancement of safe operation. 
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SECTION VIII - ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

All reactors require coolant pump power when operating and for some time 
immediately following shutdown. In addition, the funct oning of protective 
circuitry and the safeguard systems brought into action with the sensing of 
potentially unsafe situations depends upon the availability of electrical power. 
In this section of the Report, the applicant is expected to discuss the elec
trical power distribution system of the facility with emphasis upon those 
features whereby continuity of power sufficient for safety needs is assured. 

The following illustrate the types of evaluations and supporting informa
tion that should be included in this section. 

A. Design Bases. This subsection should identify those functional require
ments established to provide for continued power to essential equipment in the 
facility in the event of failure in any part of the system. 

B. Electrical System Design. As in the subsection on reactor design, the 
presentation which follows combines in the same subsection the description of 
distribution networks and evaluation from the standpoint of providing continuity 
of power. Alternate formats are acceptable as long as the information establishes 
not only what electrical systems are provided but why the particular arrangement 
is considered suitable. 

(1) Network Interconnections 

(a) A schematic single line diagram showing tie-in of the nuclear 
plant to the grid and the availability of incoming lines as 
alternate sources for station loads should be included. 

(b) An evaluation of the reliability of the arrangement In 
providing continuity of power should be made, including 
such things as: 

1. A resume of credible faults capable of causing the 
loss of more than one source of power. 

2. Effectiveness of the protective features provided to 
minimize power failure. 

3. Local environmental factors that might create unusual 
demands upon alternate or standby power. 

(2) Station Distribution System 

(a) Single line diagrams as appropriate for Identifying arrange
ment of station buses, major loads and switching circuitry 
shall be included. 
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(b) Evaluation of the electrical layout for vulnerability to 
physical damage to vital circuits as a result of accidents 
should be made. 

(c) Evaluation of the distribution of loads to the various 
buses In the Interests of maintaining power to vital loads. 

(d) Evaluation of possible step or romp electrical load changes 
either through operator error, equipment malfunction, or 
environmental disturbances. 

(3) BBergency Power 

(a) Line diagrams showing interconnection of locally generated 
standby and emergency power and the loads to be fed by such 
sources. 

(b) Brief descriptions of emergency power sources with emphasis 
on those features provided to protect the supplies from faults, 
overloads or damage under emergency conditions which could 
Interfere with performance. 

(c) Evaluation of loads required to be powered in the interests of 
safety and .:he relationship of the emergency load to installed 
capacity. 

(d) Performance history of emergency sources of power and the 
possible effects of failure to deliver should an emergency 
arise. 

D. Tests and Inspections. Identification of principal tests and inspec
tions planned to assure availability of power for safety functions. Emphasis 
should be given to testability and testing of those systems not normally opera
ting. 
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SECTION IX - AUXILIARY AND EMERGENCY SYSTEMS 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide information con
cerning the auxiliary and emergency systems included in the facility. Examples 
of the systems which are considered to be of this category are: 

a. Heat removal systems (i.e., reactor shutdown cooling, emergency 
cooling, component cooling, area cooling, radiation or thermal 
shield cooling). 

b. Chemical injection systems (e.g., nuclear poison fluid injection 
systems, chemical additions for corrosion control). 

c. Reactor coolant purification systems (e.g., reactor coolant cleanup, 
treatment and degasification). 

d. Reactor coolant volume and pressure adjustment systems (e.g., reactor 
coolant make-up, charging systems). 

e. Auxiliary heating systems (e.g., reactor coolant temperature control 
before plant startup, or after shutdowns). 

f. Reactor coolant leakage control systems (e.g., seal water systems, 
vents, and drains). 

g. Reactor coolant sampling system, 

h. Equipment and systems decontamination processes. 

i. Facility service systems (e.g., fire protection, instrument 
air, and service water). 

j. Reactor component handling systems (e.g., handling of fuel assemblies, 
control rod assemblies, core structural components, and material 
irradiation specimens). 

Each system might be considered as a supporting system upon which the safe 
operation or servicing of the reactor coolant system (Section IV) depends to a 
varying degree. In some cases, the dependable operation of several systems is 
required to protect the reactor coolant system by controlling system conditions 
within specified operating limits. Other systems are called upon to operate 
under emergency conditions. 

Information to be presented in this section should emphasize those systems 
in which component malfunctions, inadvertent interruptions of system operation, 
or a complete system failure may lead to a hazardous or unsafe condition. The 
extent of information provided for each system should be weighed by the relative 
contribution of, or reliance placed upon, each system with respect to the over
all plant operational safety. In some cases, auxiliary systems which are not 
required to operate continuously during normal plant operations (e.g., decon
tamination systems) may be adequately treated with limited Information. On 
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the other hand, emergency systems which, although operated intermittently, 
are relied upon to control conditions within specified limits may warrant 
more extensive treatment (e.g., emergency cooling systems). 

The following are Illustrative of the types of evaluations and supporting 
Information that should be Included for systems discussed in this section: 

A. Heat Removal. Auxiliary, and Emergency Systems. Evaluations for the 
tyjies of systeas illustrated by Items a. through i., above, including the design 
bases and schematic flow diagram of each system supplemented by, as applicable: 

(1) System performance requirements and the conditions under which 
the system must operate. 

(2) The multiple functions assigned to a system and mode of operation 
for each function. 

(3) The availability and reliability considerations (e.g., heat sink 
and component redundancy included and sharing among systems allowed). 

(4) The codes and classifications (of vessels) applied to components 
and piping of those systems exposed to the reactor coolant. 

(5) The extent of system insolubility (e.g., with respect to the reactor 
coolant system and the containment boundary). 

(6) The provisions for handling radioactively contaminated fluids or 
gases which may leak into the system from the reactor coolant 
system. 

(7) An analysis of consequences resulting from malfunctions, failure 
of system components, or loss of cooling source for those systems 
required to operate in an emergency which may lead to a hazardous 
condition. 

(8) An analysis of limits on variables or conditions of operation that 
might be required in the Interests of safety. 

B. Reactor Component Handling System. Evaluations of the reactor component 
handling system with particular emphasis upon the fuel handling and transfer 
facilities supplemented by sectional drawings of the system and including, for 
exaaple: 

(1) The design bases and features of the system which assure that 
unirradiated fuel can be safely received, stored, and transferred . 
Into the reactor without inadvertent criticality. 

(2) The features of the system design which will permit removal of 
irradiated fuel from the reactor for storage or shipment under 
all foreseeable conditions without excessive radiation, undue 
escape of radioactive materials or Inadvertent criticality. 
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(3) The extent to which the operation of any auxiliary system is 
necessary in the performance of fuel handling or transfer 
operations. 

(4) The conditions which will be imposed upon the facility with 
respect to the reactor shutdown security requirements, and the 
containment integrity when refueling or fuel transfer operations 
are scheduled. 

(5) The extent of visual, mechanical, and electrical means provided 
to monitor refueling operations, fuel transfer, and fuel storage. 

(6) Safety provisions incorporated in the system to prevent the 
development of hazardous conditions in the event of component 
malfunctions, accidental damage, or operational and administra
tive failures during refueling or transfer operations. 

(7) Those bounds to be established as limits in the Interest of safety 
with explanations therefor. 

C. Tests and Inspections. Identification of principal tests and Inspec
tions planned for the surveillance of the auxiliary and emergency systems to 
assure continued acceptability of performance required for safety: 

(1) A sunmary of test and inspection programs to be followed for each 
system. 

(2) Identification and explanation of those tests and inspections 
considered to be of such importance to safety as to be proposed 
for inclusion In the technical specifications. 
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SECTIOH X - STEAM AMD POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide information 
concerning the facility steam and power conversion system. For purposes of this 
section, the steaa and power conversion system (heat utilization system) should 
be considered to coaprise: 

(a) The stem system and turbine generator units of an indirect-
cycle reactor plant, as defined by the secondary coolant system, 
or 

(b) The steam system and turbine generator units in a direct-cycle 
plant, as defined by the system extending beyond the reactor 
isolation valves. 

There will undoubtedly be many aspects of the steam portion of the facility 
that have remote or no relationship to public protection against exposure to 
radiation. The Safety Analysis Report is, therefore, not expected to deal with 
this part of the facility to the same depth or detail as those features playing 
a more significant safety role. Enough should be provided in the way of infonr.a 
tion to allow understanding in broad terms of what the secondary plant (steam 
and power conversion system) is, but, as stressed in previous sections, emphasis 
should be on those aspects of design and operation that do or might affect the 
reactor and its safeguard features or contribute toward the same safety objec
tive of control of radioactivity. The capability of the system to function 
without compromising directly or indirectly the nuclear safety of the plant 
under both normal operating or transient situations should be shown by the 
information provided. 

The following illustrates the types of evaluations and supporting informa
tion that should be included in this section: 

A. Design Bases. The principal design bases for the steam and power 
conversion system, including, for example: 

(1) The operating and performance requirements of the steam and power 
conversion system under both normal operating and transient 
conditions. 

(2) The characteristics imposed on the steam and pover conversion 
system by the electrical power distribution system (e.g., base 
loaded or load following operations). 

(3) The functional limitations imposed on the steam and power con
version system by the design or operational characteristics of 
the reactor coolant system, (e.g., rate at which electrical load 
may be increased or decreased with and without reactor control 
rod motion or stean bypass.) 

(4) The secondary functions assigned to the steam and power conversion 
system upon which the operabllity of the system depends (e.g., 
motive steam to the main air ejectors). 
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B. System Design and Operation. The principal design features of the 
system which may be illustrated or supplemented by: 

(1) A schematic flow diagram of the system denoting major components; 
principal pressures, temperatures, and flow rates under normal 
steady state full power operation; and the volume in system. 

(2) A piping and instrumentation diagram of the system including those 
subsystems which, by virtue of steam or condensate flow, extend 
the fluid boundary of the steam and power conversion system, such 
as reheating, superheating, or desuperheating systems; make-up 
and blowdown systems; steam dump or bypass systems; and air 
ejector exhaust system; delineating on the diagram: 

(a) The extent of any section of the system located outside the 
containment boundary: 

(b) The extent of isolability of any section of the system or 
its subsystems as provided by the use of isolation or bypass 
valves; and 

(c) The location of pressure-relieving devices in the system and 
their associated blowdown or heat dissipation system. 

(3) The codes and classifications (of vessels) applied in the design, 
construction, inspection, and testing of the principal components 
and piping of the steam-power conversion system, and the primary 
side of the subsystems connected thereto (i.e., subsystems through 
which radioactively contaminated steam or condensate may flow). 

(4) Unusual features of design, construction, or operation which may 
have a relation to safety; (e.g., radiation monitoring and holdup 
system of condenser air ejector off-gas). 

(5) Shielding (if required) employed for Individual components of the 
system, (e.g., turbine, condenser air ejectors, piping) and the 
extent of access control which may be exercised based on the shield
ing provided. 

(6) The requirements for additives whose control is intended as a 
preventative measure in limiting corrosion of the system. 

(7) Provisions employed to control impurities (e.g., cleanup systems). 

(8) Normal operating concentrations of radioactive contaminants in the 
system. 

C. System Analysis. Evaluations applied to the steam-power conversion 
system in support of its performance capability and integrity requirements under 
normal and transient operating conditions, including, for example: 
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However, certain sections of shielding are often designed and installed to 
provide radiation protection in the unlikely event of a major accident. For 
this type of shielding complete testing may be impractical, and assurance of 
adequacy under accident conditions must, in some part, be based on analysis. 
For such cases, the analysis should be included in the Safety Report. 

Some radiation monitoring systems are installed to monitor the opera
tional status of another system rather than to provide information associated 
with the direct protection of people. The radiation monitors installed in a 
coolant purification system to monitor demineralizer efficiency is an example 
of this type of system. A monitoring system used for detection of fuel element 
failures is another. The common characteristic of these systems is that they 
are used for operational control, and are not directly associated with establish 
ing whether or not radiation levels and concentrations in a particular area are 
acceptable from an occupancy viewpoint. The former systems, those used for 
operational control, should be discussed generally in the section wherein the 
process system being monitored is treated. The radiation monitoring systems 
considered in this section should be those directly involved in measurement 
of levels and concentrations of radioactivity to which people may be exposed. 

In addition to information on shielding and radiation monitoring, the 
principal health physics control features should be explained; e.g., personnel 
monitoring, protective equipment, laboratory facilities, work areas, and con
tamination control. 

The following are illustrative of the types of evaluations and supporting 
information that should be included in this section: 

A. Primary and Secondary Shielding. Information on the primary and 
secondary, or containment, shielding, including, for example: 

(i) Design Bases 

The design bases for the shielding, including those bases associated 
with normal operation, with shutdown conditions, and with conditions 
resulting from major credible accidents. 

(2) Design 

Supporting information for the shield designs, including, for 
example: 

(a) Locations, configurations, principal dimensions, and 
arrangements with respect to radiation sources. 

(b) Principal shield materials. 

(c) Methods of support and provisions for cooling, insulating, 
corrosion protection, and expansion to insure continued 
effectiveness and structural integrity under all credible 
conditions. 
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(3) Evaluation 

(a) For those shield sections that cannot be fully tested, a 
presentation of the shield attenuation analysis, including: 

1. Basic calculational methods and models. 

2. Assumed radiation sources, source levels, and values of 
significant parameters, and the basis for each assumption. 

3. Calculated surface and positional dose rates during normal 
operation and shutdown, and in the event of accident. 

(b) An evaluation of any significant limits, such as those which 
might be associated with allowable shield temperatures, or 
minimum levels of liquid shields, and the bases upon which 
each limit was selected. 

(c) Plans for radiation surveys. 

B. Area Radiation Monitoring Systems. A discussion of area radiation 
monitoring systems, including, for example: 

(1) Design Bases 

The design bases for the area radiation monitoring systems in terms 
of the protective functions to be performed. 

(2) Design 

A layout of the area radiation monitoring systems, including types 
of detectors and their numbers, locations, sensitivities, calibration, 
methods of initiating alarms, and locations of alarms and Indicators. 
Particular attention should be given to systems provided primarily or 

. solely for the analysis of conditions following an accident. 

(3) Evaluation 

An evaluation of any significant operating limits, including, for 
example, minimum numbers of detectors that must be operable during 
specific modes of operation, and the maximum time a given system 
may be out of service during facility operation. The basis upon 
which each limit was selected should be explained. 

C. Health Physics. A discussion of principal health physics control 
features, including, for example: 

(1) The availability of personnel monitoring systems, such as film 
badges, pocket dosimeters and pocket high radiation alarms and 
the frequency of determination of personnel radiation exposures. 
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(2) Personnel protective equipment to be available, including such 
items as face masks, self-contained air-breathing units, and 
protective clothing. The intended methods of use and maintenance 
of the equipment should be summarized, 

(3) Change room facilities, personnel and equipment decontamination 
areas, contaminated work areas, and methods to be used to control 
access to high radiation areas. 

(4) A brief description of health physics laboratory facilities, if 
any. 

(5) Availability of portable radiation survey instruments and other 
health physics instrumentation such as hand and foot counters, 
sample counters, and multichannel analyzers, including their 
numbers, types and methods of use. 

(6) Bio-assay and medical examination programs. 

D. Tests and Inspections. Guidance provided on other subsections about 
tests and inspections is equally applicable here and will not be repeated. 
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SECTION XII - CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide Information 
relating to the framework within which operation of the facility will be 
conducted. 

The Commission recognizes that the operation of the facility entails 
a myriad of instructions and procedures of varying detail for the operating 
staff. The Commission has no intent to review such procedures in detail 
and, therefore, they should not be included in the Safety Analysis Report. 
The Commission is interested, however, in how an applicant generally intends 
to conduct operations. Part of the Commission's safety review is directed 
toward assuring that a licensee will maintain a technically competent and 
safety-oriented staff. 

The following illustrate the kinds of information desired: 

A. Organization and Responsibility. A description of the applicant's 
organization for operation of the nuclear reactor facility, including, for 
example: 

(1) A functional description of the structure of both the startup 
and the regular operating organizations, 

(2) Qualifications established as prerequisites for key positions 
within the organization. 

(3) The lines of responsibility and authority for both operation and 
safety. 

(4) The approximate number of personnel to be assigned to the organiza
tion as a whole, and to individual operating and safety branches. 

B. Training. Identification of staff training programs including, for 
example: 

(1) The program for training of the operating staff for initial startup 
and routine operations. 

(2) The program for training of replacement personnel for the operating 
organization. 

(3) On-the-job training and upgrading operating personnel. 

(4) Emergency drills in coordination with local police, fire, rescue 
tp̂ m,s, and similar groups, 

C. Written Procedures, 

(1) Plans for having available written detailed procedures for norma. 
plant operations, and expected deviations from normality. 
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(2) IVecautionary planning for the unlikely yet credible accident which 
•Ight result in radioactivity release to the public. 

0. Records. Identification of principal records to be maintained; e.g., 
daily logs of operation, records of tests. Inspections, and measurements, 
records of radioactivity released to the environs, records of monitored safety 
Halts, records of changes made to the facility and the operating procedures, 
and records of safety audits of operation. 

E. Review and Audit of Operations. A discussion of the methods to be 
used for review and audit of operations, procedures equipment, changes to 
procedures, changes to eqOipment and incidents. 
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SECTION XIII - INITIAL TESTS AND OPERATION 

This section of the Safety Analysis Report should provide information 
relating to the period of initial operation, with particular emphasis on tests 
planned to demonstrate the degree to which the facility does, in fact, meet 
design criteria. Explanations for any special limits, conditions, surveillance 
requirements, and procedures to be in force during the initial period of opera
tion and until such time as acceptable design performance is demonstrated 
should be Included in this section. 

Throughout prior sections of the Report, limits, conditions, surveillance 
requirements, and procedures for facility operation may have been established. 
For some facilities, however, these may be made more restrictive during the 
period of initial operation and relaxed to their final condition only as actual 
operation demonstrates their acceptance from a safety viewpoint. Such matters 
should be discussed in this section. 

The following guides are illustrative of information that should be 
included: 

A. Tests Prior to Reactor Fueling. A tabulation of significant tests of 
components and systems to be conducted prior to initial fueling of the reactor. 
The tests should be tabulated in the sequence in which they are proposed to be 
performed. A brief statement as to the essential purpose of each test should 
be included. 

B. Initial Crlticality. Plans for approach to crltlcality should be 
briefly described, including such safety prerequisites for initial loading and 
a resume of principal procedures and safety precautions to be in effect during 
these tests. The reasons for these precautions should be explained. 

C. Postcriticality Tests. Tests planned following initial crlticality 
should be Identified; e.g., zero and low power tests, stability tests, shield
ing surveys, escalation to full power. A summary in anticipated sequence of 
their conduct with principal reason for each should be included. Any special 
safety precautions needed should be identified and explained. 

D. Operating Restrictions. 

(a) A summary of safety precautions, which require more conserva
tive setting on process variables or the availability of 
equipment for initial tests than is planned as a normal mode 
or operation, should be Included in tabular form, together 
with the normal value or condition. Information provided in 
this section should explain the reasons for the differences. 

(b) A similar summary should be included of special procedures to 
be In effect during initial operation. 
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SECTIOH XIV - SAFETY ANALYSES 

Safety of a reactor plant as achieved through design is commonly shown by 
studies made of the response of the plant to disturbances in process variables 
and to postulated iwlfunctions or failures of equipment. Such safety analyses 
provide a significant contribution to the design specifications for components 
and systeas and subsequently serve importantly in showing that a design con
sistent with public safety has been achieved. These analyses are a focal point 
of Coaalsslon prellcensing review of a reactor facility. 

In previous sections of this guide, it has been stated that the individ
ual system and component designs should be evaluated for effects of anticipated 
process disturbances and for susceptibility to component malfunc;:ion or failures. 
In this section, it is expected that the conseatiences of those failures or 
abnormal situations will be developed and the capacity built Into the plant to 
control or accommodate such situations shown (or the limitations of expected 
performance revealed). 

It is recognized that situations analyzed may range from a fairly common 
disturbance such as load loss from a line fault to the remote possibility of 
loss of integrity of a major component. 

Treatment of this range of situations in two parts is suggested as follows: 

Part I; 

Analysis of those situations that bring into play the safety 
features of design required to protect the core and coolant boundary. 

Part II: 

Analysis of those situations that require operation of standby 
safeguards because of postulated failures which create demands beyond 
the capacity of core and boundary protective systems. 

Part I. • Core and Coolant Boundary Protection Analysis 

The reactor control and protective systems are intended to provide a high 
degree of assurance that combinations of power, coolant flow, temperature and 
preaauTC will not cause thermal limits set for the fuel to be exceeded. Exceed
ing such limits means generally that some fuel may fail. This In itself may not 
represent a safety problem. It is common practice, however, to treat evidence 
of fuel failure beyond expectation from steady state normal operation as evidence 
of an undesirable^increase in vulnerability to an unsafe situation. As such, 
both design and operation are aimed, in the interests of safety, at a capability 
for handling a variety of deviations from normal steady state conditions without 
significant fuel failures. 

The abnormal situationa that vere analyzed and the conclusions that were 
reached with respect to plant responae should be shown through Information such 
•a the following: 
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A. Abnormalities. A summary in tabular form of deviant events analyzed 
shoulc) be provided; e.g., such situations as: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Anticipated variations In the reactivity load of the reactor, to 
be compensated by means of action such as buildup and burnout of 
xenon poisoning, fuel burnup, on-line refueling, fuel followers, 
temperature, moderator and void coefficients. 

Reactivity excursions from such causes as uncontrolled rod with
drawals, mechanical content rod failure, cold coolant Insertion, . 
loss of coolant. 

Anticipated electrical load disturbances, with effects to be 
controlled by action such as a turbine trip. 

Failure of the regulating insti;umentation, causing for example, a 
power-coolant mismatch. 

(5) Situations created by malfunction of components other than instru
mentation such as loss of a coolant pump. 

(6) 

(7) 

Possibilities for equipment failures involving loss of component 
integrity which shiftssafety action of instrumentation from one 
of prevention to one of initiating protective safeguards against 
the release and dispersal of radioactivity. 

External causes such as storms or earthquakes. 

B. Identification of Causes. For each situation evaluated there should 
be included a description of the events that must occur, the order of occur
rence and analysis of effects and consequences and the basis upon which credibil
ity or probability of occurrence is determined. 

The evaluation should show the extent to which reactor protective systems 
must function, the effect of failure of protective functions,the credit taken 
for designed-in safety features, reactor protective characteristics, or the 
performance of backup protec.lve systems, during the entire course of the situa
tion analyzed. 

C. Analysis of Effects and Consequences. The analysis of effects and the 
attendant consequences should be supported by sufficient information, including, 
for example: 

(1) 

(2) 

The methods, assumptions, conditions, employed in estimating the 
course of events and the consequences. 

The mathematical or physical model employed denoting any simpli
fication or approximations Introduced to render the analyses 
tractable. 
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(3) Identification of any digital computer program or analog simula
tion used in the analysis with principal enphasis upon the input 
data and the extent or range of variables investigated. 

(4) The results and consequences derived from each analysis and the 
margin of protection provided by either a backup or protective 
system lAlch la depended upon to limit the extent or magnitude 
of the consequences. 

(5) The considerations of uncertaintlea in calculational methods, in 
equipment performance, in instrtsaentatlon response characteristics, 
or other Indeterminate effects taken into account in the evaluation 
of the results. 

Part II. Standby Safenuarda Analysis 

The analysis provided in Part I should reveal the capacity of the facility 
for handling abnormal eventa abort of loss of integrity of the coolant boundary. 
They alao should show the limitations of the accident-preventatlve features of 
design. Part II should include analyses of those situations requiring operation 
of stsndby or engineered safeguards because of postulated equipment failures 
which would create d^Mnds beyond the capacity of the core and coolant boundary 
protective systems. 

A. Situationa Analyzed. A listing of those events analyzed such as loss 
of coolant, rod ejection, spent fuel handling, and inadvertent crlticality should 
be provided. 

B. Identification of Causes. For each situation evaluated, there should 
be included explanatory material on how such an event might be initiated and 
what sequentislly must take place to require the standby safeguards to function. 

C. Accident Analysis. Analysis should show the extent to which protective 
systems asist function. Hhere standby systems provide redundant or backup pro
tective functlona, the analysis should show not only the effects if expected 
pcrfoiaanes is achieved, but alao effects If a degraded performance is experi
enced. The purpose of such an exercise is to show the sensitivity of protective 
results to system effectiveness. This section should include such things as: 

(1) Bxplanation for conditions snd aasumptions associated with the 
accidents analyzed, including any reference to published data 
or resesrch and development investigations in substsntiation of 
the assumed or calculsted conditions. 

(2) The time-dependent characteristics, activity, snd release rata 
of th« fission products, or other transsdsslble radioactive 
•aterials within the oontalnawnt systaa which could escape to 
the anvlionHnt via leakages In the contaliannt boundaries. 
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(3) The extent of systems interdependency (containment system and 
other engineered safeguards) in contributing directly or indirectly 
to controlling or limiting leakages from the containment system, 
such as the contributions of: 

(a) Containment water spray systems 
(b) Containment air cooling systems 
(c) Containment atmosphere filtration systems 
(d) Reactor core spray or safety Injection systems 
(e) Postaccident heat removal systems. 

(4) The physical or mathematical models assumed In the analyses and 
the bases thereof with specific reference to: 

(a) Distribution and fractions of fission product Inventory 
assumed to be released from the fuel. 

(b) The concentrations of radioactive or fission product 
inventory airborne In the containment atmosphere during 
the postaccident time intervals analyzed. 

(c) The mass transport phenomena applied to the radioactively 
contaminated containment atmosphere and its time-dependent 
leakage and dispersion to the environment. 

(d) The conditions of meteorology, topography or other circum
stances, and combinations of adverse conditions, considered 
in the analyses. 

(5) Summary of the calculations of estimated dose rates and integrated 
doses from exposure to radiation as a function of distance from the 
containment system and time after the accident. Including: 

(a) The time-dependent effects of radiation intensity from a 
contained source (within containment system). 

^ (b) The time-dependent effects of source Intensities associated 
with the plume transported downwind from the containment 
building. 

(c) The time-dependent effects of source strength from ground 
deposition contributed by impaction, absorption, or adsorption 
after vortical transport from plune or by ralnouti'' 

(d) The time-dependent whole body doses to potential receptors 
on the ground. 

(e) The time-dependent doses from Inhalation or ingestion by 
various body organs. 
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SBCnOil a - TKHKICAI. SPEariCATIONS 

A principal function of the Safety Analysis Report is to provide suffi
cient technical information to demonstrate to the Commission that the nuclear 
facility has been designed and constructed, and is to be operated in such 
manner that no undue riak to the health and safety of the public will result. 
This finding of safety Is a prerequiaite to the granting of an operating 
llcenae. 

In accordance with the Atomic Energy Act, each operating license issued 
by the Atomic Energy Coaaission must contain technical specifications. In 
general, technical specifications include those technical oper.ating limits, 
eonditlona, and requirements imposed upon fscility operation in the interests 
of the health and safety of the public. The applicant for an operating 
llcenae propoaes technical specificatlona for his facility which are reviewed 
by the ABC and modified aa neceasary before becoming a part of the operating 
license. 

Throughout the previous sections of this guide, the necessity for 
identification of safety limits, conditions and surveillance requirements has 
been indicated. It is from such informstion that technical specifications 
and supporting analyses are develo|)ed. The technical specifications proposed 
by an applicant for hla facility should be included as an appendix to the 
Safety Analysis leport. 

It is beyond the scope of this guide to provide detailed guidance on the 
contents of tacfanicsl specifications. For such purpose, reference should be 

to 10 era Part M . | S0.36. 
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